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1. Introduction

The field of organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) has made fantastic progress in
the past 20 years and is now a viable
technology.[1] All these efforts have led to
the development of three main families
of emitting materials based on different
photo-physical concepts: fluorescence
(generation I),[2–4] phosphorescence
(generation II),[5–11] and thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF, generation
III).[12,13] Nowadays, generation II is the
most mature although generation III has
the advantage to avoid the use of organo-
metallic complexes to recover both singlet
and triplet excited states. Moreover, the
next generations of emitting materials such

as those based on hyperfluorescence[14] are fast-emerging so even
better devices are expected in the near future.[1] Studying new
approaches to molecular design to uncover new ways of produc-
ing light emission is an important topic in the field, which has
notably led to the fast deployment of the TADF concept.[12]

To ease the upscaling process, another desirable feature is to
simplify as much as possible the OLED architecture[15] by reduc-
ing the number of layers of the device (with fluorescent,[2]

phosphorescent,[9] or TADF[15] materials) or by avoiding the
use of mixed layers.[16] In a recent work, we have unraveled
the intriguing spectroscopic properties of a spiro-configured
compound (named SPA-F(POPh2)2) built on the association of
a phenylacridine and a diphenylphosphine oxide fluorene.[16]

Such a donor-spiro-acceptor molecular architecture has been
widely used to design high-efficiency host matrices in phospho-
rescent OLEDs[17–19] and has been considered less often as a
potential emitter in spite of the donor–acceptor character typi-
cally involved in TADF emission.[20] Moreover, spiro compounds
are known to exhibit good luminescence properties in the solid
state owing to their cumbersome architecture limiting the impact
of detrimental intermolecular interactions.[21] It turned out that
SPA-F(POPh2)2 not only displays a very unusual dual emission in
solution and thin solid films but also generates an unexpected
white light emission when incorporated as a pure layer (i.e., with-
out any host) in OLEDs. This has been rationalized by the fact
that intermolecular charge-transfer states (i.e., exciplexes)
between the donor branch of one molecule and the acceptor
branch of another significantly contribute to the emission.
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Spiro compounds are widely used as host matrices in organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs). Here, inspired by the recent developments in thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF) materials, the potential as a light emitter of two
spiro-configured organic semi-conductors is investigated, constructed by the
association of quinolinophenothiazine (QPTZ) or indoloacridine (IA) as the
electron-rich fragment and diphenylphosphine oxide fluorene as the electron-
poor fragment. By comparison with structural analogues lacking phosphine
oxides, the crucial role played by these electron-accepting substituents not only
on the photo-physical properties but also on the device performances is evi-
denced. Despite a very low quantum yield in solution, these two compounds
unexpectedly display good emission properties when incorporated as a pure layer
in OLEDs, thus highlighting the role of intermolecular effects.
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It is well established that exciplex formation does contribute to
light emission in OLEDs[22,23] but they are most often generated
in blends rather than in a pure layer, as is the case here.
Nevertheless, the exact role played by the phosphine oxides in
promoting the intriguing properties of SPA-F(POPh2)2 remains
unclear. The observed behavior cannot be associated with
aggregation-induced effects (AIE), which are typically triggered
by conformational changes when going from the solution to
the solid phase[24] since spiro compounds display very rigid struc-
tures, preventing pronounced torsional fluctuations around the
spiro carbon.

In this work, following a similar design approach, we extend
our work to a new series of donor-spiro-acceptor compounds
built on two donor units, namely quinolinophenothiazine in
SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 (whose synthesis is reported elsewhere[25])
and indoloacridine in SIA-F(POPh2)2 both coupled to the
2,7-bis(diphenylphosphineoxide)-fluorene fragment as an
electron-accepting unit. Quinolinophenothiazine (QPTZ)[26,27]

and indoloacridine (IA)[28–31] can be seen as a rigidified phenyl-
acridine fragment and have been much less studied than their
parent counterpart. To shed light on the impact of the phosphine
oxide units, similar molecules without these fragments were also
investigated (SQPTZ-F[26] and SIA-F[28]); the chemical structures
of the compounds are reported in Figure 1. This comparison
shows that the phosphine oxides contribute systematically to
significantly improve the device performances compared to
the unsubstituted analogues. In particular, SIA-F(POPh2)2 gives
strong evidences that exciplexes formed by the donor branch of
one molecule and the acceptor branch of another are responsible
for electroluminescence signal.

2. Results and Discussion

We have first explored the electronic and optical properties of
isolated SQPTZ-F versus SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 at the (time-
dependent) density functional theory––(TD)-DFT––level. For
the sake of coherence with our previous works,[32] these calcula-
tions have been performed using the hybrid PBE0 functional and
a 6-31G** basis set; the TD-DFT calculations have been per-
formed within the Tamm–Dancoff approximation.[33–35] For both
molecules, there is a clear spatial separation between the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) orbitals, with the HOMO level local-
ized on the electron-rich QPTZ core and the LUMO on the fluo-
rene unit in SQPTZ-F and the electron-poor diphenylphosphine
oxide fluorene in SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 (Figure 2a). The introduc-
tion of the phosphine oxide substituents stabilizes the LUMO
level by 0.77 eV while the HOMO energy is hardly affected, as
expected from its localization in the electron-rich unit. This
translates in turn to a red shift by 0.70 eV of the lowest S1 excited
state, which is mostly described by a HOMO to LUMO transition.
In both cases, the lowest excited state is weakly optically coupled
to the ground state (with an oscillator strength of 2.10�4 for
SQPTZ-F and 1.10�3 for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2). This is primarily
driven by the fact that the donor and acceptor moieties are
orthogonal to each other, around the spiro carbon; such a situa-
tion should lead to low fluorescence quantum yield in solution
(see the following). The detachment/attachment formalism has

been used to visualize the electronic density removed in the
ground state upon excitation (detachment) and the way it is rear-
ranged in the excited state (attachment) (see typical plots in the gas
phase in Figure 2b).[36] The charge-transfer (CT) character in an
excited state can be evaluated byΦS reflecting the overlap between
the electron and hole density[33,37,38] (ΦS¼ 1 for a purely localized
character, and 0 for a pure CT excitation). ΦS is determined to be
0.32 in SQPTZ-F (i.e., very similar to the value computed for
2CzPN[39]) and 0.16 in SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2, showing the strong
CT nature of this state, further reinforced by the introduction
of the phosphine units in the latter compound.

Regarding the triplet manifold, there are five triplet states
below S1 in SQPTZ-F; the energy difference between S1 and
T1 (ΔEST) amounts to 0.44 eV and is expected to be highly
detrimental for a TADF process. In contrast, this energy gap
is reduced to 0.03 eV for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2, a beneficial feature
for TADF; this matches very well the experimental values of 0.43
and �0.08 eV, respectively (see Figure S17 and S18, Supporting
Information). When considering SIA-F versus SIA-F(POPh2)2,
Figure 1, the main difference is the accidental quasi degeneracy
of the LUMO level of the donor and acceptor branches in SIA-F,
leading to a LUMO delocalized over the whole molecule. As a
result, the oscillator strength of the lowest excited state is signifi-
cantly larger (6.10�2) and ΦS¼ 0.6. ΔEST is large in the two com-
pounds (0.62 eV in SIA-F and 0.38 eV in SIA-F(POPh2)2; this
compares remarkably well with the corresponding experimental
value of 0.60 and 0.41 eV (see Figure S15 and S16, Supporting
Information).

We have next compared the experimental absorption spectra
in dichloromethane and the corresponding theoretical spectra of
SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and SQPTZ-F (Figure 3, top). According to
the calculations, the S1 state is not observed in the spectra due
to its very low oscillator strength. Actually, the lowest absorption
band observed in the experimental spectra originates from the S2
and S3 states in SQPTZ-F and S2 state in SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2.
A noticeable difference in SIA-F is that the S1 state is clearly
distinguished due to its pronounced oscillator strength, as dis-
cussed earlier.

In emission spectroscopy (Figure 4), the difference between
SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and SQPTZ-F becomes significant, showing
the strong impact of the phosphine oxides. Indeed, the emission
of SQPTZ-F is peaking at 419 nm in dichloromethane whereas
that of SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 is strongly red-shifted down to 540 nm
(red shift of �0.6 eV, very comparable to the theoretical results);
the intrinsic character of these observations is supported
by the excitation spectra reported in Figure S19, Supporting
Information. In addition, there is a significant solvatochromic
shift in the case of SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 (from 452 nm in cyclohex-
ane to 591 nm inMeOH, see Figure S1, Supporting Information)
but a very small shift in the case of SQPTZ-F (<5 nm). This
reflects the more pronounced charge transfer character of the
former compound, as further evidenced by the smaller value
of the ΦS parameter. In air, the fluorescence decay curve of
SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 displays one single lifetime of 15.9 ns
(see Figure S11, S12, Supporting Information), whereas
SQPTZ-F displays a very short single lifetime <1 ns (see
Figure S6, Supporting Information). In argon, the decay emis-
sion profile of the main band (at 497 nm in toluene) of
SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 displays a long tail extending up to the
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microsecond timescale (75 μs), suggesting a delayed fluorescence
mechanism (see Figure S14, Supporting Information). SQPTZ-F
does not display any delayed fluorescence (see Figure S5–S7,
Supporting Information), showing again the strong impact of
the phosphine oxides on the photo-physical processes.

The behavior of the SIA-F(POPh2)2/SIA-F couple is similar to
that of SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2/SQPTZ-F in terms of solvatochromic
shift (significant shift, >100 nm for SIA-F(POPh2)2 and a very

small shift, 10 nm, for SIA-F,[27] see Figure S1, Supporting
Information) and is somewhat different in time-resolved
fluorescence. In air, a single lifetime is measured: 5.2 ns for
SIA-F(POPh2)2 and 5.1 ns for SIA-F without delayed fluores-
cence for both (Figure S2–S4, S8–S10, Supporting Information).
This highlights how the nature of the donor unit can modify the
photophysical processes and particularly the TADF process.
These behaviors are fully consistent with the calculations

Figure 1. Molecular structures under study in this work and of SPA-F(POPH2)2 investigated in Ref. [16].
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showing that SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 is the only compound to exhibit
a small ΔEST value (<0.2 eV), thus promoting a small energy
barrier for Reverse InterSystem Crossing (RISC) required for
efficient TADF processes.[38] The different lifetimes obtained
in the argon atmosphere are summarized in Table S2,
Supporting Information.

The fluorescence quantum yields of both SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2
and SIA-F(POPh2)2 are measured to be below 1% in solution in
cyclohexane, in contrast to many TADF molecules that are lumi-
nescent in solution.[40] This is expected in view of the very low
oscillator strength arising from the spatial separation of the
electron-rich and the electron-poor fragments, which promotes
a vanishingly small transition dipole moment between the S1
and S0 states; moreover, the strong rigidity of the backbone pre-
vents the modulation of the optical properties via geometric dis-
tortions involving changes in torsion angles.[39] For the same
reason, the quantum yield of the model compound SQPTZ-F
is also recorded below 1%. SIA-F displays a different behavior
with a quantum yield significantly increased to ca 14%, due to the

higher oscillator strength of the lowest excited state (see above).
The thermally evaporated thin solid film fluorescence spectra are
very similar to those in solution (Figure 4), indicating that the
fluorophores are weakly interacting in the solid state due to
the spiro arrangement. The shifts are mostly attributed to
changes in the polarity of the medium when going from
dichloromethane to the thin film in view of the large solvato-
chromism of these compounds. We note for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2
the appearance of a weak emission between 350 and 400 nm.
This unexpected feature has already been observed with the
structurally related analogue SPA-F(POPh2)2, bearing a phenyl-
acridine unit instead of a QPTZ unit and has been assigned to an
emission occurring from a higher lying excited state.[16] The
phosphine oxide units appear to trigger this peculiar emission
since SIA-F(POPh2)2 also displays a similar low-intensity band
while it is absent in SQPTZ-F and SIA-F. It is worth
stressing that the emission spectra in thin solid films of
SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and SIA-F(POPh2)2 also exhibit a tail in emis-
sion at lower energy compared to the emission in solution

Figure 2. a) Shape and energy levels of the HOMO and LUMO of SQPTZ-F/SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and SIA-F/SIA-F(POPh2) in their ground state geometry
and energies of the lowest excited states together with the corresponding oscillator strength; b) Representations of hole detachment and electron attach-
ment densities for SQPTZ-F, SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2, SIA-F and SIA-F(POPh2)2 in the gas phase.
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Figure 3. Top. Normalized experimental absorption spectra in dichloromethane and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) simulated
spectra in the same solvent for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 (Left) and SQPTZ-F (Right). The solvent effects have been accounted for in the simulations via
the polarizable continuum model (PCM). The theoretical spectra have been further red-shifted by �0.4 eV to best match the experimental absorption.
Bottom: corresponding spectra for SIA-F(POPh2)2 (left) and SIA-F (right).

Figure 4. Normalized emission spectra in dichloromethane (Top) and as evaporated thin-films (bottom) for: SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and SQPTZ-F
(Left, λexc¼ 310 nm) and SIA-F and SIA-F(POPh2)2 (Right, λexc¼ 320 nm).
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(Figure 4). We attribute this feature to the formation of intermo-
lecular charge-transfer states (i.e., exciplexes) exploiting the
donor branch of one molecule and the acceptor branch of
another closely lying molecule. The red-shift of this band
compared to the lowest intramolecular emitting state can be
rationalized by a larger electron–hole separation in the exciplex
compared to that in the charge-transfer S1 state of the individual
compounds, promoting larger electronic polarization effects in
the medium, and hence a larger stabilization of the exciplex
CT energy.[41] The energy separation between these two bands
(1.07 eV for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and 0.78 eV for SIA-F(POPh2)2)
appears to be too large to be associated with aggregation effects
(i.e., exciton delocalization), especially for spiro-compounds
which are not prone to aggregation.[21] The quantum yields have
been determined in thin films, see Table S1, Supporting
Information. The quantum yield of SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 remains
small though slightly increased from below 1% in solution to 3%
in thin film. This behavior is not observed for the other fluoro-
phores (SIA-F(POPh2)2, SIA-F, and SQPTZ-F, see values in
Table S1, Supporting Information).

These compounds have been finally used under the form of a
pure emitting layer (EML) in bottom-emitting OLEDs (ITO/
α-NPD (25 nm)/mCP (5 nm)/Emitter (20 nm)/DPEPO (5 nm)/
TPBi (25 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm)), see Figure S30,
Supporting Information. A detailed protocol for the fabrication
of the devices is provided in the Supporting Information. The
electroluminescence signal is very weak for both SIA-F and
SQPTZ-F and could not be easily separated from the background
noise. Strikingly and despite a very low quantum yield (see
above), the OLEDs based on SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 generate green
light with CIE chromatic coordinates of (0.35; 0.54, Figure S31,
Supporting Information), pointing again to the strong influence
of the phosphine oxides. The electroluminescence spectrum is
centered at 534 nm (Figure 5, left) and is very similar to the
fluorescence obtained from thermally sublimed thin films, dem-
onstrating the stability of the emitter in harsh OLED conditions.
This good match further suggests that intramolecular CT states
are at the origin of the electroluminescence signal since the weak
feature associated with exciplexes does not contribute much to
the EL spectrum; this implies that the generated intramolecular

CT states do not readily decay into exciplexes requiring possibly
specific orientations of adjacent molecules to be generated.
Interestingly, the emission at 375 nm is not observed in the elec-
troluminescence spectrum, in consistent with the fact that the
thermalized injected electrons and holes cannot recombine into
a high-lying excited state(s).

The devices based on a pure layer of SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 pres-
ent surprisingly good characteristics without device optimiza-
tion, especially considering its very low quantum yield in
solution, with a low turn-on voltage (VON) of 5 V and a maximum
EQE of 1.65% (averaged at 1.29� 0.37% over 5 devices, see
Figure S32, S33, Supporting Information), pointing not only
to an efficient charge injection within the device but also to a
good charge recombination. These performances cannot be read-
ily compared with the values most often reported in the literature
at low current density and low surface area since they are
obtained here for relatively large areas (from 0.21 to 0.6 cm�2)
and for a current density of �15/20mA cm�2 accounting for
the roll-off of the device efficiency with increasing current
density. For sake of illustration, early devices based on the
TADF emitter 2CzPN yield an EQE of around 3% for a current
density of �10mA cm�2.[40]

These devices exhibit a maximum current efficiency of
5 Cd A�1 at 5 mA cm�2 and a brightness of 700 at 35mA cm�2

(see Figure S33, Supporting Information); the evolution of the
brightness as a function of the applied bias is displayed in
Figure 6. Since the hole-transporting mCP layer is known to
be fluorescent, though more in the blue region (maximum of
the emission around 400 nm), we have also fabricated similar
devices without the mCP layer between α-NPD and the emitter;
when doing so, we have adjusted the thickness of the emissive
layer to 25 nm to keep the same device cavity.

These devices do not present any major difference with
respect to the previous ones (see Figure S34, Supporting
Information): green light with CIE chromatic coordinates of
(0.33; 0.53) is also generated. An EQE of (0.96� 0.26)%
(averaged on 12 devices) at 10mA cm�2 as well as a higher max-
imum brightness of 1000 cdm�2 for a higher current density of
75mA cm�2 have been recorded. These results clearly point out
that the charge recombines in the SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 emissive

Figure 5. Comparison of the photoluminescence spectra (λexc¼ 310 nm for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 and λexc¼ 320 nm for SIA-F(POPh2)2) in dichloromethane
(black curves) and in films deposited by vacuum thermal sublimation (red curves) versus the electroluminescence spectrum recorded at 7 V (blue curves)
for SQPTZ-F(POPh2)2 (left) and SIA-F(POPh2)2 (right).
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layer and that the mCP layer does not affect the color rendering
index and the EQE. Confirmation of the key role played by the
phosphine oxide was obtained with SIA-F(POPh2), for which an
electroluminescence signal is also observed with an EQE of
(0.63� 0.09)% (averaged on 9 devices), see Figure S35,
Supporting Information. The electroluminescence is here
red-shifted by �0.6 eV compared to the main emission band
in solution and in thin films. The emission energy range matches
very well that of the tail observed in the thin film spectra, thus
suggesting unambiguously that exciplexes are here responsible
for the light emission. The high resolution (i.e., vibronic struc-
ture) seen in the exciplex spectrum is rather unexpected in view
of the typically broad and unresolved bands associated with exci-
plex emission processes. We speculate that this could be rational-
ized by the progressive thermalization of the charge carriers into
the most stable electronic levels while migrating across the
organic layer and with the fact that only specific relative positions
of two adjacent molecules yield exciplexes, thus limiting the
extent of the structural and energetic disorder.

3. Conclusion

The present findings clearly go against the mainstream in the
field of OLED technology since we are using an emitting layer
without a host matrix and based on a poorly fluorescent com-
pound. Since this peculiar behavior is not observed for the
unsubstituted compounds, it turns out that the phosphine
groups play a pivotal role in dictating the observed properties.
Our results also suggest that exciplexes triggered by the introduc-
tion of phosphine units participate in the light emission in
SIA-F(POPh2). This rather unexpected phenomenon calls for
transient absorption spectroscopy measurements to gain a
deeper insight into the photophysical processes.[42] Nevertheless,
it is not unlikely that the excited-state kinetics is different when
emitting species are generated by the decay of a higher lying
excited state (since S1 is optically forbidden) with a limited
diffusion process of the excitons in the thin films versus the

recombination of free charge carriers that have been thermalized
(i.e., decayed in the stable transporting levels) throughout diffu-
sion across the emitting layer in the OLED.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental Details can be found in Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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